Rhythmic brain activity is thought to reflect, and to help organize, spike activity in populations of neurons during on-going behavior. We report that during learning, a major transition occurs in taskrelated oscillatory activity in the ventromedial striatum, a striatal region related to motivation-dependent learning. Early on as rats learned a T-maze task, bursts of 70-to 90-Hz high-γ activity were prominent during T-maze runs, but these gradually receded as bursts of 15-to 28-Hz β-band activity became pronounced. Populations of simultaneously recorded neurons synchronized their spike firing similarly during both the high-γ-band and β-band bursts. Thus, the structure of spike firing was reorganized during learning in relation to different rhythms. Spiking was concentrated around the troughs of the β-oscillations for fast-spiking interneurons and around the peaks for projection neurons, indicating alternating periods of firing at different frequencies as learning progressed. Spikefield synchrony was primarily local during high-γ-bursts but was widespread during β-bursts. The learning-related shift in the probability of high-γ and β-bursting thus could reflect a transition from a mainly focal rhythmic inhibition during early phases of learning to a more distributed mode of rhythmic inhibition as learning continues and behavior becomes habitual. These dynamics could underlie changing functions of the ventromedial striatum during habit formation. More generally, our findings suggest that coordinated changes in the spatiotemporal relationships of local field potential oscillations and spike activity could be hallmarks of the learning process.
basal ganglia | beta rhythm | gamma rhythm | neural circuit reorganization | network dynamics R hythmic field-potential activities in particular frequency bands are known to characterize different on-going behavioral states: low frequency (α-band) rhythms distinguish sleep from waking, higher (β-band) frequencies distinguish movement from rest, and high (γ-band) frequencies distinguish attentive from inattentive states. These activities in different frequency bands can be coordinated by phase or amplitude coupling, and especially when synchronous, such oscillations are proposed to represent on-line processing modes that can facilitate interactions across brain regions and binding of neural ensembles, and that can provide a temporal structure for neural activity related to memory processing and the creation or maintenance of brain states (1) (2) (3) (4) .
It is well documented that spike activity can be organized relative to particular rhythms detected in local field potentials (LFPs), and can even be dependent on such rhythms (5, 6 ), yet little is known about how such oscillatory activity changes across learning, a dynamic state in which spike activity is reorganized. We explored the possibility that changes in the oscillatory structure of a network might reorganize local circuit activity as a behavior is learned and stamped in as habitual. We took as our starting point that learning-related changes in both θ-band and γ-band activity have been documented in animals learning associative and navigational tasks (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) , and we capitalized on the fact that a dynamic progression of activity is thought to occur in striatal circuits during learning, with the ventromedial striatum being required for the initial acquisition of reward-motivated behaviors (12, 13) . We trained and then overtrained rats on an associative T-maze task, and during the entire learning period we recorded spike and LFP activity chronically in the ventromedial striatum. We found that as learning proceeds, there is a marked transition in the dominant mode of on-going oscillatory activity from primarily locally synchronous high-γ to widespread β-activity, especially near trial end. Remarkably, populations of both interneurons and projection neurons transiently synchronized their spiking to brief bursts of γ-and β-activity, and did so inversely, with interneurons spiking near oscillation troughs and projection neurons spiking near oscillation peaks. These findings suggest that there is a change in the spatiotemporal dynamics of on-going oscillatory and spike activity in the ventromedial striatum as learning progresses, with transient bouts of local, γ-synchronized inhibition occurring frequently at task completion early in learning, and transient bouts of global, β-synchronized inhibition taking over as a successful behavior becomes habitual. These coupled oscillatory and spiking patterns may underlie the crystallization of striatal circuit changes that occurs as initial exploratory activity yields to habitual behavior through learning. We recorded spike and LFP activity bilaterally in the ventromedial part of the striatum (here called VMS) as seven rats were trained to perform the T-maze task shown in Fig. 1A (14) . After turning left or right according to auditory instruction cues, the rats received a chocolate reward at the end of the indicated end-arm (see Methods). Tetrodes were confirmed to be in the VMS, mainly within the nucleus accumbens core (Fig. 1A and Fig. S1 ).
Task-related modulation of oscillatory activity occurred in multiple frequency ranges in the session-averaged LFPs recorded during training ( Fig. 1 B and C) . Particularly prominent was a transient increase in power in the β-band (15-28 Hz) that occurred directly after goal-reaching (Fig. 1B) . The increase was strong on correctly performed trials but weak on incorrect trials ( Fig. 1 B and C) ; it did not exhibit a clear relationship to either running speed or acceleration (Fig. 1C) .
To investigate this β-band activity, we examined raw and bandpass filtered LFP traces from single trials. Remarkably, the extended period of increased β-power visible in the session-averaged spectrograms after goal-reaching did not represent continuous β-band activity, but instead, corresponded to brief bursts of highamplitude β-activity, lasting about two to four cycles (∼100-200 ms), which occurred at slightly different times in different trials.
To determine whether this transient β-burst activity was related to reward delivery on the correct runs, we performed two control experiments in which we manipulated the primary reward. In one (n = two rats over 13 sessions, with chocolate milk reward), we delayed the chocolate milk delivery by 2 s (Fig. 2A) . The increase in β-power after goal-reaching did not shift forward in time, but instead, continued to occur just after goal-reaching ( Fig. 2A, Lower) . However, β-power in incorrect trials, nearly absent before the delay sessions, became stronger during the trials with reward delay (Fig. 2A ).
In the second control, after 10 d of overtraining on the task, we suddenly changed the identity of the primary reward at one endarm of the T-maze from chocolate milk to strawberry milk reward (n = one rat over six sessions) ( Fig. 2 B and C) . Despite the fact that the rat had been preexposed to strawberry milk in his home cage and drank it readily, there was a large (P < 0.001, two-tailed t test) decrease in postgoal β-power on correct trials for both end-arms ( Fig. 2 B and C) . This decrease was significantly stronger for the end-arm baited with strawberry milk than for the chocolate milk end-arm (P < 0.01, two-tailed t test) ( Fig.  2C ) and could not be accounted for by changes in the run speed of the animal (Fig. 2C ). After 5 consecutive days of exposure to the new reward, the β-power had rebounded nearly to preswitch levels ( postgoal β-power is not tied to the receipt of a particular primary reward at a particular time, but could reflect an internal state that is modifiable by unexpected changes in the primary reward.
During Behavioral Learning, High-γ LFP Oscillations in the VMS
Weaken as β-Band LFP Oscillations Strengthen. We analyzed the entire set of data recorded during training to determine whether the patterns of oscillatory LFP activity changed across learning (Fig. 3 ). Both β-band and γ-band trial-averaged activities were composed, when examined trial-by-trial, of transient bursts of oscillations lasting one to several cycles (Fig. 3 A, B , E, and F).
The occurrence of trial-end β-activity was highly experience-dependent and was accompanied by inversely changing high γ-band activity in the LFPs (Fig. 3 C and D, and Fig. S2 ). High-γ power was strong both before and after goal-reaching during initial training and the first days of overtraining, but diminished significantly as performance improved and became more restricted in duration (Fig. 3 C and G) (R = −0.28, P < 0.001 before, R = −0.17 P = 0.05 after). In sharp contrast, the rise in β-band power after goal-reaching was scarcely detectable, even on correct trials, at the beginning of training (Fig. 3D) . This β-band activity did not become prominent during the correct runs until about the time the rats reached the learning criterion, and it then continued to increase throughout the overtraining period ( Fig. 3 D and H) (R = 0.53, P < 0.002). β-Band power before goalreaching was much weaker than that after goal-reaching (Figs. 1B and 3D) but also was positively correlated with percent-correct performance (Fig. 3H ) (R = 0.42, P < 0.0002). These findings demonstrate that high-γ power during T-maze performance significantly decreases with learning in the VMS, but simultaneously recorded β-power increases with learning, especially just after goal-reaching. S3 ) were modulated during identified high γ-or β-bursts. Nearly 50% of the FSIs (n = 163 of 332) were significantly modulated (Rayleigh's test, P < 0.05) during high-amplitude β-bursts, and similar numbers (n = 161 of 332) were modulated around highamplitude γ-bursts (Rayleigh's test, P < 0.05). Just over 50% of the β-modulated FSIs (98 of 163) were modulated by both β-and high-γ rhythms. Remarkably, as a population, the spike firing of the FSIs was transiently synchronized to peak near the troughs of both the high-amplitude γ-oscillations and the high-amplitude β-oscillations ( Fig. 4 A and B) . Given the transition from high-γ to β-band prominence in the postgoal oscillatory bursts, these findings indicate that, as a population, the FSIs tended to fire near the phase troughs of high-γ oscillations early in learning but near the phase troughs of β-oscillations late in learning.
In the dorsal striatum, neurons exhibiting high firing rates have been found to inhibit projection neurons in vitro (15) , but few such direct inhibitory interactions have been reported in vivo (16) . We reasoned that if the FSIs that we recorded inhibited projection neurons, then the spikes of the projection neurons might also be synchronized to the β-burst oscillations, but with opposite phase. This finding was true for many of the projection neurons. Over a quarter of these neurons showed spike-field modulation (about 28%, n = 783 of 2,796 units) during β-bursts and about 17% (488 of 2,796) during γ-bursts, and the phase distribution of their spikes was opposite to that of modulated FSI spiking during β-bursts: the projection neurons fired near the positive peaks in the LFP (Fig. 4 C and D) , regardless of the oscillatory frequency. This antiphase relationship could reflect intermittent inhibition of projection neurons by FSIs.
Antiphase Spiking of FSIs Is Synchronized Locally During γ-Bursting but Globally During β-Bursting. We next analyzed the spatial distribution of synchronization patterns of the β-and γ-bursts recorded on different tetrodes in the VMS. β-Bursts were highly synchronous across the recording sites ( Fig. 5 A and B) . Synchrony was much stronger during high-amplitude β-bursts than during random periods outside of β-bursts (Fig. 5B) . In contrast, during high-amplitude γ-bursts, synchrony across tetrodes spaced through the VMS was comparatively weak (Fig. 5 C and D) . Thus, the γ-activity that appeared early during behavioral learning appeared to be predominantly local, whereas the β-activity that appeared later during learning appeared to be more widely distributed across the VMS territory explored. This spatial disparity in synchrony between β-and γ-bursting also held for spiking ( Fig. 6 A and B) . Modulated FSIs displayed a robust oscillation when aligned to peaks of both β-and γ-bursts on the same tetrode from which the spikes were recorded. When spikes were aligned to peaks of γ-bursts recorded on other spatially separated tetrodes, these synchronous oscillations were significantly reduced around the oscillation peaks (Fig. 6A) (P < 0.0001, two-tailed t test on baseline-subtracted means around peak). By contrast, the spike-field synchrony remained robust when we aligned the spikes of β-modulated units to peaks of β-bursts on nonlocal tetrodes (Fig. 6B ) (P = 0.48, two-tailed t test). These findings could help to account for why some studies have reported the presence of FSI synchrony, but others have not (17, 18) . Global synchrony of FSIs may occur only transiently and rarely, prominently during the 100-to 200-ms periods in which β-bursts occur.
To quantify this spatial effect on spike-field synchronization, we constructed spike-phase histograms, as illustrated in Fig. 4 , but we plotted the spikes relative to nonlocal band-pass filtered LFPs during the high-amplitude β-and γ-events (Fig. 6 C and D) . Nonlocal spike-phase relationships during high-amplitude γ-oscillations were significantly weaker than local spike-phase relationships (Fig. 6C) (P < 0.01, Kruskal-Wallis test on the absolute values of mean phase distributions). However, such reductions did not occur for the spikes synchronized to the high-amplitude β-oscillations recorded (Fig. 6D ) (P = 0.57, Kruskal-Wallis test): they showed a nearly equivalent magnitude of spike-phase modulation for local and nonlocal LFPs. Finally, spike-spike coherence analysis of pairs of simultaneously recorded FSIs demonstrated a significant coherence peak around the β-frequency during highamplitude β-bursting (Fig. S4) . These findings suggest that the brief bursts of β-band oscillation represent periods of global synchrony in the VMS network, whereas high-amplitude γ-oscillations primarily represent local synchrony.
Discussion
Our findings demonstrate that as animals learn a simple T-maze task, the temporal and spatial organization of LFP oscillations in the VMS undergoes a major transition in which bursts of oscillatory activity in the high-γ range occurring near the completion of successful maze runs are supplanted by β-band bursts. Populations of striatal interneurons and projection neurons synchronize to opposite phases of both of these rhythms, with the consequence that over the course of learning, spike-field synchrony also shifts frequency from γ-to β-bands. As our evidence favors spatial heterogeneity of γ-burst synchronies early in learning, and more distributed and uniform β-burst synchronies late in learning, our findings suggest that both the spatial and temporal structure of neural processing in the ventral striatum profoundly changes during learning.
β-Band Activity in the VMS Occurs in Transient Bursts During Which Spiking of Fast-Firing Interneurons and Projection Neurons Transiently
Become Synchronized with Opposite Phase Alignment. Our findings establish that β-band oscillations in the VMS occur predominantly in brief, approximately 100-to 200-ms bursts. We found no evidence for prolonged periods of β-oscillations when we analyzed the data trial by trial, consonant with findings by Dejean et al. (19) . Remarkably, the β-bursts that we observed directly corresponded to transient episodes in which the spikes of striatal FSIs and projection neurons were synchronized to the β-band oscillations. Spiking of the FSIs was concentrated near the troughs of the β-bursts, whereas spiking of the projection neurons was strongest near the peaks. Because FSIs are known to make monosynaptic inhibitory connections with projection neurons, but no equivalent functional connection has been found from projection neurons to interneurons, at least in the dorsal striatum (20) , it is likely that the alternating periods of firing at the β-frequency are generated by an interneuron-driven suppression of projection neurons. Thus, the LFP β-bursts, lasting one to a few cycles of 15-to 28-Hz oscillation, likely correspond to fleeting episodes in which the main output neurons of the VMS are rhythmically and synchronously suppressed but populations of inhibitory FSIs are synchronously excited. The synchronization of striatal interneurons and projection neurons associated with β-bursts was experience-dependent. The bursts of β-band LFP oscillations developed as behavioral learning of the task advanced. Moreover, the β-bursts occurred with highest probability and amplitude at task-end, and occurred only on correctly performed rewarded trials. Reward likelihood was thus clearly critical for the postgoal β-bursts. The nature of these reward effects was not simple, however. The presence and identity of the reward modulated the strength of the bursts, but the β-bursts were not tightly time-locked to reward delivery itself, and they were not time-locked to the licking or consumption of the reward. It seems more likely that the bursts, and the accompanying synchronizations of spiking, mark the expected taskend when the animals have learned the task well and are in a habitual mode of successful performance.
These characteristics suggest that the prominent β-bursts that occur at task-end represent brief neural events in which striatal networks can be reconfigured and reset to reflect successful completion of a learned behavior. This idea could be seen as fitting the proposal that β-band oscillations at trial end serve a function in maintaining the status quo (4). β-bursts and associated spike synchronization did occur at other task-times, however. The timing of these bursts was more variable than that of the task-end β-bursts (Fig. S5) . We emphasize here that it could be critical to the function of these β-bursts that they are associated with transient and coordinated synchronization of different sets of striatal network neurons: one set-the FSIssynchronizing near the troughs of the β-oscillations, and another set-the output neurons-synchronizing near their peaks. Meer and Redish (8) that high-γ oscillations decrease as learning proceeds. By making detailed comparisons of the high-γ bursts and β-band bursts that we recorded around goal-reaching, we found that there was an inverse relation between the two over the course of learning. γ-Power was strongest early in learning and became weaker during overtraining, whereas β-power was relatively weak early on but became progressively stronger with training. Strikingly, the spikes of the FSIs and projection neurons had the same inverse phase relations to the γ-band oscillations as they had to the β-band oscillations: the FSIs spiked near the phase troughs of γ-oscillations, and the projection neurons near the phase peaks. Frequency modulation was not exclusive for individual cells as some were modulated by both β-and γ-rhythms. Nevertheless, the relationship of the neuronal spiking to the two different oscillations suggests that there was a major switch from spike-timing regulation during high-γ bursts early in training to spike-timing regulation during β-bursts later in training, after behavioral accuracy had reached asymptote.
During Habit Learning, a Shift Occurs in Network Processing from
Local to Global Spike-LFP Synchronization. We found a marked difference between the spatial patterns of synchrony for the high-γ and β-band oscillations. The early-appearing γ-rhythms were synchronized relatively weakly across recording sites, in agreement with observations by Kalenscher et al. (21) , whereas the late-appearing β-oscillations were broadly synchronized across tetrode recording sites spread across the VMS. This difference in spatial structure of the synchrony patterns could have major implications for the accompanying neural processing. As shown in the schematic model of Fig. 7 , the spatiotemporal patterning suggested by our findings is one in which transient, local γ-synchronized spike-field patterns are prominent during early learning, whereas transient bouts of β-synchronized spike-field synchrony, strongest at task-end, are widely coordinated across the VMS late in learning.
What could be the mechanistic significance of this transition from local γ-synchronization to more global β-synchronization of spike firing as a result of learning? One possibility, raised by Fig. 7 . Model for changes in spatiotemporal dynamics of oscillatory LFP activity and spiking in the VMS during habit learning. The left column represents activity patterns early in learning, when high-amplitude γ-bursts in LFPs recorded in the VMS are prominent at task-end. The right column represents LFP activity patterns after overtraining and habit formation, when β-bursts have become strong at task-end. Large open circles represent projection neurons, and smaller shaded circles represent inhibitory interneurons. The intensity of shading represents the probability of firing at a given time point during a high-amplitude γ-(Left) or β-(Right) event. A projection neuron is inhibited if it receives strong (dark red, dark projection lines) inhibition from two converging interneurons. Early in training, during high-γ bursts, interneurons synchronize with each other only locally in small groups, and thus provide only local, nonconvergent inhibition to small populations of projection neurons. Late in training, during high-amplitude β-bursts, interneurons synchronize their firing across wider spatial areas and across a longer cycle period, and as a consequence, project powerful convergent inhibition to a larger population of projection neurons. The result of this β-range synchrony is a widespread inhibition of ventral striatal output during habit formation.
previous studies (1) (2) (3) (4) , is that oscillatory activities facilitate, in frequency-dependent ways, communication between interconnected brain regions. By this view, the shift from high-γ to β-burst synchronization could reflect a shift in the functional connectivity of ventral striatal networks during learning.
Another possibility is that the oscillations represent a particular state of microcircuit operation within the striatal network itself. The shift in balance between high-γ and β during learning appears to reflect a shift from a spatially asynchronous mode of transient FSI firing to a mode in which FSIs transiently become globally synchronized. By this view, in the early, exploratory phase of learning, when γ-bursts at task-end are strong, different subsets of projection neurons might independently communicate with local interneurons. This type of network environment could favor plasticity and flexibility. When, later in learning, bursts of β-oscillations emerge at task-end, they could promote a more homogenous network structure and a more nearly fixed pattern of output as behavior becomes habitual.
A third possibility is that the widespread FSI synchrony during β-bursts, by allowing a longer intraburst time for spatial and temporal summation of FSI spikes than that during γ-bursts-and thus a larger pool of interneurons firing together-could promote more effective inhibition of projection neurons through enhanced spatial and temporal summation of the inhibitory postsynaptic currents (Fig. 7) . FSIs, which synchronize strongly as a population during β-bursts, fire on average at around the β-frequency (17) . A powerful common input to a large population of FSIs, as has been found for some cortico-striatal projections (22, 23) , could thus produce a global resetting of FSI firing and transiently synchronize spiking of the entire population at around their intrinsic mean firing frequency. Thus, based on our findings, we predict that, as learning proceeds, the output of the ventral striatum could become progressively dampened at trial end.
Much evidence suggests that as habits and procedures are acquired, activity in the VMS region, including the nucleus accumbens core, is essential early in the learning process (12, 13) . The findings we report here suggest that oscillatory dynamics in the VMS may reflect a process by which initial local network adjustments give way to a more widespread resetting of striatal networks as learning proceeds.
Methods
Procedures were approved by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Committee on Animal Care and accorded with the National Research Council's Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. Male Long Evans rats (n = 7) were implanted with 12-tetrode headstages (six per hemisphere) attached to independently movable microdrives (14) . Tetrodes were lowered (6-7 mm, about 2 wk) to target sites in the VMS (A/P +1.5 mm, M/L ±2.1 mm). Rats were then trained on a T-maze task (40 trials per session). The rats were instructed to turn left or right in response to a tone to receive a chocolate reward at the end of the indicated end-arm. Rats were trained to a criterion of 72.5% correct trials (P < 0.01, χ 2 test) and then overtrained for at least 10 consecutive days. Spikes and LFPs were recorded throughout training. LFP spectral analysis was conducted using Chronux algorithms (http://chronux.org) and in-house MATLAB software. Detailed methods are available in SI Methods.
